Report on the HHS Undergraduate Educational Policy and Curriculum Committee

Tom Berndt, Committee Chair
Thanks to the Faculty and Staff on the Committee this Semester!

Lala Acharya  CSR
Jennifer Dobbs-Oates  HDFS
Bonnie Blankenship  HK
Jennifer Freeman  HSCI
Doug Nelson  HTM
Pamela Karagory  NUR
Kim Buhman  NUTR
Jim Tyler  PSY
David Kemmerer  SLHS
Shane Hawkins-Wilding  Student Services
Thanks to the Students on the Committee this Semester!

Emily Harrington  CSR
Leilah Miller       HDFS
Meredith Cervi     HK
Jack Titus          HSCI
Bobby Belzeski      HTM
Allison Nevill      NUR
Sarah Crulcich      NUTR
Katie Allsop        PSY
Theresa Pietro      SLHS
Major Actions by the Committee Since the Fall Faculty Meeting

• Approved revisions in the degree requirements for some or all majors in 8 of our 9 units
• Revised the titles, restrictions, prerequisites, credit hours, Pass/No Pass grading, or other attributes of many courses
• Expired courses
• Revised requirements for CODO and transfer students
• Approved an articulation agreement with Ivy Tech
• Discussed proposed campus-wide definitions and guidelines for a minor, a certificate, and a concentration
New Courses Approved by the Committee Since the Fall Faculty Meeting

- HDFS 31400, Atypical Child Development
- HK 31800, Strength and Conditioning and Fitness Instruction Across the Lifespan
- HK 48500, Electrocardiography, Cardiovascular Disease, and Exercise
- HK 49201, Internship for Exercise and Health
- HK 49202, Internship for Public Health
- NUR 22401, Nursing Practice Foundations I: Health Assessment
- NUR 22501, Nursing Practice Foundations II: Fundamentals
- NUR 22601, Topics in Nursing Research and Evidence-Based Practice
- NUR 41901, Professional Nursing: Evolution as a Clinician and Leader
New Courses Approved by the Committee Since the Fall Faculty Meeting (continued)

- HK 30700, Injury Assessment II
- HHS 30000, Peer Mentoring in the Health and Human Sciences
- HHS 30100, Peer Mentoring Leadership in the Health and Human Sciences
Questions?